62    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
From the beginning of 1930 to the end of 1932 a total of
773 national banks involving deposits of more than seven
hundred million dollars had failed, along with 3604 state
banks—those still weaker links in the fiscal chain—with de-
posits exceeding two billion. It was not unusual during these
years to see armored cars rushing to threatened banks and
their moneybags unloaded by guards with guns*
Depositors throughout the nation were in an uneasy mood.
Aggravating bad banking practices of old and the absence of
adequate federal supervision, the depression jitters and ru-
mors of impending failure caused wave after wave of with-
drawals. Hosts of panicky citizens, taking their cash in hand,
resorted to hoarding and hiding—in safety-deposit vaults,
trunks, tin boxes and even holes in the backyard—or perhaps
sent sums abroad. As a result, Hoover early in 1932 had
launched a nation-wide campaign against hoarding* Yet cir-
culating money continued so scarce that before the year's end
several cities in the South like Richmond, Knoxville and At-
lanta—where secessionist ways of thought tended in crisis to
come uppermost—began to print their own currency. It
served to pay municipal employees and to keep the unem-
ployed alive by providing some kind of money to buy
farmers* surpluses* During Hoover's last fortnight in office
the Treasury estimated that some $1,212,000,000 was with-
drawn from circulation, orthodox Republicans taking a dis-
mal view of "the flight of the dollar0 and of Senator Carter
Glass's refusal to serve as Roosevelt's secretary of the treas-
ury.
The first clear symptom of universal collapse occurred as
early as October 31, 1932, when the lieutenant governor of
Nevada proclaimed a twelve-day banking holiday to save a
chain of local banks* In the late winter matters swiftly
reached a head On February 4, 1933, the state of Louisiana
embarked upon what was in effect a bank suspension* Ten
days later Michigan's governor proclaimed a similar breath-
ing spell* and by the first of March, Alabama* California,

